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SUMMARY A scalable multicast session announcement sys-
tem is a key component of a group communication framework
over the Internet. It enables the announcement of session pa-
rameters (like the {source address; group address} pair) to a
potentially large number of users, according to each site admin-
istrator’s policy. This system should accommodate any flavor
of group communication system, like the Any-Source Multicast
(ASM) and Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) schemes. In this pa-
per we first highlight the limitations of the current Session An-
nouncement Protocol (SAP) and study several other information
distribution protocols. This critical analysis leads us to formu-
late the requirements of an ideal multicast session announcement
system. We then introduce a new session announcement system
called “Channel Reflector”. It appears as a hierarchical directory
system and offers an effective policy and scope control technique.
We finally mention some design aspects, like the protocol mes-
sages and configuration structures the Channel Reflector uses.
key words: multicast, session announcement, channel scope,

directory system

1. Introduction

Multicast communication is highly advantageous for
contents distribution to a large number of receivers.
Due to the multicast addressing architecture [1],[2],
transient multicast addresses are dynamically assigned
to each session for their entire duration, and released
afterward. This is different from unicast addresses that
are assigned to individual hosts for a long span of time.
The direct consequence is that an end user, who is ei-
ther a real person or an application running on a host,
and who plans to join a multicast session must first
resolve the transient multicast address used by the ses-
sion.

There are two session discovery approaches on the
Internet: the “invitation model” and the “announce-

ment model”. In the invitation model, a user is explic-
itly invited by another user to join an on-going session.
For instance the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [3]
enables the user location discovery and the negotiation
of session parameters. Although this approach works
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well within a small network, it is not suited for large
multicast sessions since the inviter must know the uni-
cast addresses of all possible participants beforehand.

The announcement model relies on a session di-
rectory system. Sdr is a well-known session directory
system which has been intensively used in the Multi-
cast Backbone (MBone) [4]. It can announce informa-
tion for all available sessions to other directory systems,
and assists end users to select the data flows they want
to receive.

In both models, the Session Description Protocol
(SDP) [5] is used to describe the session information,
like the session name, the session time, the sender and
multicast addresses, and the media format. This in-
formation is essential to enable each user to join the
session. SDP does not specify how the information is
distributed. This is traditionally the role of the Session
Announcement Protocol (SAP) [6]. When a multicast
application starts sending the data, it announces its ses-
sion information to prospective participants with SAP.
Therefore SAP is currently one of the necessary com-
ponents of a session announcement system that follows
the announcement model. Yet SAP has several major
limitations as will be explained later on.

The goals of our work are therefore (1) to clar-
ify the requirements that should fulfill an ideal session
announcement system and (2) to propose a concrete
architecture that can handle current and future needs,
in particular when considering the scalability in terms
of session announcements and the number of users,
the need for policy and scope control mechanisms, and
the support of any flavor of group communication sys-
tem, like the Any-Source Multicast (ASM) and Source-
Specific Multicast (SSM) schemes [7]. This paper only
focuses on the session announcement architecture and
leaves other aspects, e.g. how actual multicast data can
be transfered effectively, to future work. Besides this
paper considers neither multicast routing protocols nor
its deployment aspects that are totally independent of
our session announcement architecture since this latter
only requires an inter-domain unicast routing service.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Sect.2 examines the current multicast scoping
techniques and analyzes SAP and scoping architecture.
In the light of this critical analysis, Sect.3 formulates
the requirements that an ideal multicast session an-
nouncement system should fulfill, and Sect.4 introduces
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the architecture of a new session announcement system,
called “Channel Reflector”. In particular it focuses on
the policy and scope management aspects. Sect.5 de-
tails some protocol and configuration aspects, and fi-
nally we conclude in Sect.6.

2. Analysis of Existing Scoping and Session

Announcement Techniques

2.1 Scoping at the Multicast Routing Level

Multicast data senders or network administrators may
want to define an area where data packets sent within
a session will be confined. This area is called “scope

area”, and “scoping” is the action of defining the scope
area. In this scheme, only an end user who belongs
to the scope area can receive the session data. This
scoping mechanism has two major benefits: (1) it pre-
serves bandwidth resources outside of the distribution
area, and (2) it offers a certain level of confidentiality
(since end users located outside of the scope will not by
definition receive the session packets).

When IP multicast was initially deployed in the
MBone, the Time-To-Live (TTL) field of the IP header
was used to control the distribution of multicast traf-
fic. A multicast router configured with a TTL threshold
drops any multicast packet in which the TTL falls be-
low the threshold. For instance, a router at the bound-
ary of an organization configures the threshold to 32
which denotes an “organization” scope boundary. The
drawbacks of this “TTL scoping” are: (1) the senders
must be sufficiently aware of the network topology to
determine the TTL value to use, and (2) complex scope
areas cannot be defined (e.g. between overlapped ar-
eas). Especially the first point becomes big obstacles
for general end users to precisely set up the data distri-
bution area. TTL scoping, which only defines a rough

granularity, is definitively not an appropriate solution.
On the other hand, the “administratively scoped

IP multicast” approach [8] provides clear and simple se-
mantics. Here scope boundaries are associated to mul-
ticast addresses. With IPv4, packets addressed to the
administratively scoped multicast address range 239/8
(i.e. from 239.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255) can not cross
the configured administrative boundaries. Since scoped
addresses are defined locally, the same multicast ad-
dress can be used in different non-overlapping areas.
Oppositely, an administrator can define multiple areas
overlap by dividing the administratively scoped address
range, which is not possible with TTL scoping.

Unfortunately, administrative scoping has several
major limitations. An administrator may want to par-
tition the scope area to disjoint areas on a per receiver
basis, or he may want to limit data distribution ac-
cording to the transmission rate or the content cate-
gory of each session, or he may want to use the data
sender’s address as a keyword to set up the scope. Note

that the latter aspect is nowadays feasible since Source-
Specific Multicast (SSM) [7], which has recently been
recognized as the most feasible multicast communica-
tion model in the Internet, requires that a join request
specifies both the multicast and source addresses. SSM
highlights another contradiction in the administrative
scoping approach: the address range dedicated to SSM,
232/8 with IPv4 [9], cannot cover the address range
dedicated to administrative scoping, 239/8. Although
the problem can be solved by defining yet another SSM
specific administrative scoping address range, such a
patchwork defines a new addressing architecture which
requires modifying application, end host and router im-
plementations or configurations. In our opinion, using

multicast addresses to define a scope is not an appro-

priate solution either.

2.2 SAP Protocol Analysis

The Session Announcement Protocol is a necessary
component of a current multicast session announcement
system. In a SAP announcement procedure, the entire
session information must be periodically transmitted
and all active session descriptions must be continuously
refreshed. If ever a session is no longer announced, its
description eventually times out and is deleted from
the available session list. This is a major property of
a soft-state protocol [10]. In contrast, a hard-state ap-
proach to flow state establishment would involve a spe-
cific setup and teardown mechanism, as with an FTP
application.

The soft-state model has recently become popular
because it enables to build robust and fault-tolerant
systems and protocols on top of the best-effort UDP/IP
semantics. However the periodic message transmission
may cause major overheads. Additionally, improving
SAP robustness and data consistency in front of packet
losses requires transmitting each message several times.
Although this strategy keeps the implementation sim-
ple, it arises important costs and further reduces its
scalability.

The SAP specification addresses these issues by
specifying that the bandwidth used by SAP announce-
ment transmissions is limited by default to 4 kbps [6].
As a side effect, this solution largely increases the la-
tency experienced by end users when the number of
sessions increases. More formally, given [6]:

N = number of announcements
S = size of the announcement (bytes)
bw = defined bandwidth (bps)
I = interval (sec.)
O = offset (sec.)

the next announcement will be sent after T seconds:

T = I + O (1)

where:
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I = max(300, (8 ∗ N ∗ S)/bw)

O = rand(I ∗ 2/3)− (I/3)
(2)

where max(i, j) returns i if i is bigger than j, other-
wise it returns j, and rand(i) computes a sequence of
pseudo-random integers in a {0; i} range. Since T is at
least 200, end users experience a minimum waiting time
of 200 seconds to obtain the entire session list, irrespec-
tive of N , S and bw. We measured on the MBone that
the average size of an announcement message is about
300 bytes. Therefore, when N reaches 500, I becomes
greater than 300 seconds and the average value of T in-
creases accordingly. Of course increasing the permitted
bandwidth bw reduces the latency, but does not solve
the fundamental problem.

Another key requirement is that SAP relies on the
ASM model, since every SAP instance can send an-
nouncements in the SAP announcement group. For in-
stance, to receive SAP announcement messages for the
global scope IPv4 multicast sessions, all clients must
join session 224.2.127.254 [6] (without specifying any
source address). This is another major limitation of
SAP since some Internet Service Providers (ISPs) may
want to provide only SSM multicast routing. We be-
lieve that a versatile announcement protocol must not
rely on any specific routing architecture.

2.3 Session Announcement Scoping

The session announcement scoping is a complementary
scoping mechanism that operates at the session an-
nouncement level rather than at the data distribution
level. It enables an announcement message to be con-
fined to the smallest set of end users containing all po-
tential legitimate receivers (and ideally only to them).
As in section 2.1, we define the same “scope area” and
“scoping” notions, but now restricted to the announce-
ment messages.

The same motivations as those for scoping at the
routing level apply here: (1) preserve bandwidth re-
sources (this is less critical though, since the bandwidth
required for announcements is usually lower than the
one required for most sessions), and (2) offer a certain
level of confidentiality (since local session announce-
ments will be kept local).

A first idea could be to reuse the existing multicast
routing scoping mechanisms to provide announcement
scoping. This is the case with SAP since the announce-
ment is multicast with the same scope as the session it
is announcing. Both the TTL-based or administrative
scoping mechanisms defined in section 2.1 are possible,
with the same limitations as previously discussed.

Therefore using multicast routing scoping tech-

niques to offer an announcement scoping scheme is not

sufficient in our opinion. We will see in the following
sections how to build an announcement scoping, inde-

pendently of the underlying multicast routing scoping,
in order to better control the scope area.

3. Multicast Session Announcement Scheme

3.1 Requirements

According to our analysis, an ideal session announce-
ment scheme should fulfill the following requirements:
Scalability. A session announcement system can be
used by a large number of end users spread throughout
the Internet, and can manage a very large number of
sessions.
Policy control. Administrators must be able to select
what sessions announced from their internal network
are announced outside, and vice versa. This policy con-
trol can be motivated by several criteria, like the trans-
mission rate, the content, or duration of each session.
This policy should be inherited along the hierarchy of
the internal network, if any.
Scope control. As discussed in Sect.2.3, session an-
nouncement scoping is required to preserve bandwidth
resources and offer a certain level of confidentiality.
High availability. The scheme must be robust in
front of host/link failures and packet losses. This can be
fulfilled either by transmitting messages periodically, as
a soft-state approach does, or by keeping track of fail-
ures and recovering them if a hard-state approach is
used.
Deployment on the existing infrastructure. The
scheme must minimize changes to the current network-
ing environment and protocols. In addition, it must
accommodate (or be independent of) any kind of mul-
ticast routing protocol.

Additionally, the ideal session announcement
scheme should optimize the following performance cri-
teria:
Information consistency. Information consistency,
which warrants that most (ideally all) end users have a
consistant view of the announcements, is obviously of
major importance.
Low information update latency. Multicast session
information can be fully dynamic. The list of sessions
should be updated rapidly after the creation, modifica-
tion, or removal of a session announcement.
Low bandwidth consumption. A session announce-
ment system should effectively consume the network
bandwidth so that the system does not affect other
communications or services.

3.2 Soft-State versus Hard-State Systems

We now discuss the soft-state versus hard-state ap-
proaches with respect to the three performance criteria
identified in previous section. Let us consider a soft-
state approach first. A trade-off clearly exists between
the bandwidth consumption and the latency. Like-
wise, a certain level of information consistency can be
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provided by frequent message transmissions over non-
reliable connections, at the price of higher bandwidth
consumption. No such problems exist with hard-state
protocols, even if the overall complexity increases and
includes explicit setup and teardown phases. These
considerations suggest that a soft-state approach is in-
compatible with our design goal.

[11] offers an interesting complementary discus-
sion, based on analytic Markov models, about soft-
state, hard-state and protocols in between. One of
the examples the authors show is that, although the
data consistency decreases approximately linearly with
the hop count of the data distribution tree, a hard-
state protocol keeps a slightly higher consistency than
a soft-state protocol. Their analysis supports the idea
that a hard-state approach is preferable in front of our
requirements.

3.3 Other Information Distribution Systems

Let us now discuss other potential multicast session an-
nouncement systems.

Domain Name System (DNS) is undoubtedly a
successful information distribution system of the cur-
rent Internet. Here a hierarchy of DNS servers main-
tains the information, and each prospective client can
consult the database whenever required to obtain the
desired information. DNS is a potential candidate to
multicast session announcements, but two reasons pre-
vent its use since they do not match our requirements:
(1) precisely because DNS is already largely deployed,
it is difficult to change all DNS systems including the
client resolver to implement new record types and ser-
vices supporting all (or most) of our requirements; and
(2) because a DNS server does not necessarily access
the original database upon each client request (instead
it looks in its cache), the system cannot manage the in-
formation of highly dynamic sessions that are launched
and stopped more frequently than the DNS cache re-
fresh period.

Emails and the Web are two alternative ways of
conveying session descriptions. Both applications are
of wide use and are flexible enough to carry many kinds
of information. To provide a multicast announcement
service, however, either approach would have to rely on
a central server. Defining and applying session scopes
would be impossible, which contradicts our require-
ments.

[12] introduces session announcement architecture.
It provides administrative scoping through protocol
proxies called “agents” to admit layered multicast data
transmission and reduces the start-up latency of end
users. Although the split architecture proposed is use-
ful to reduce the SAP latency problem, more frequent
SAP message transmissions do not fulfill the scalability
requirement we mentioned before. Besides the agent
discovery process uses an “expanding ring search” ap-

proach which can greatly limit its feasibility and scal-
ability depending on the network size and environ-
ment. Finally they only support TTL and administra-
tive scoping, which we already identified as not being
sufficient.

The Information Discovery Graph (IDG) [13] is
a directory system that helps end users to discover
sources of multimedia contents. It is structured as a
semantic hierarchy: top-level nodes represent broad se-
mantic categories (e.g. “sports” or “entertainment”)
that are progressively refined when going down in the
hierarchy. A “hierarchical category-based directory sys-
tem” is a reasonable choice for end users to discover
interesting contents. However the IDG does not define
any scope area. Besides, in order to avoid the SAP
latency problem, an IDG manager must flood session
information periodically to other managers. According
to the simulations, the IDG finds session information
faster than SAP, but the total multicast bandwidth is
also increased.

A Content Discovery System (CDS) based ap-
proach [14] proposes a search engine for dynamic con-
tents discovery. It uses several Rendez-vous Points
(RPs) connected in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner. The
RP set is created by a system-wide hash function on
the content name. In this architecture, a data sender
first registers his content data to one of the RP set.
An end user discovers the RP by hashing the content
name, and then retrieves content information from this
RP. This system has no single point of failure and of-
fers a good scalability. However, since this approach
leads to a logical flat overlay network, it cannot define
per-content nested or hierarchical scope areas and can-
not configure any administrator’s policy, and therefore
it fails to fulfill our requirements. In addition, each RP
must synchronize content information among the RP
set in a soft-state fashion. Although this synchroniza-
tion procedure is a very important factor for the proto-
col measurement, this paper does not discuss about it
with sufficient details. We also think that discovering
the available contents only by searching their name is
not powerful enough in practice.

4. Channel Reflector Architecture

In order to comply with the requirements stated above,
we designed a multicast session announcement system
called “Channel Reflector” (CR). This CR system ap-
pears as a directory system to announce multicast chan-
nel information† to the end users, who can retrieve the
available or scheduled channel lists.

The CR introduces a new scoping mechanism that
relies neither on a multicast address prefix nor on the

†Since the CR system focuses (but is not limited to) on
SSM communications and services, we use the term “chan-
nel” instead of “session” hereafter.
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Fig. 1 Channel Reflector policy tree.

packet’s TTL value. The CR architecture consists of a
combination of a “primary CR” and one or more “site
CRs”. A primary CR is logically a single node in the
Internet (its exact location is meaningless), while a site
CR is located in each administrative network. The ad-
ministrative network associated to a site CR forms a
scope area. Each scope area is labeled with the site
CR’s Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)††, and is
managed by an administrator.

A scope area covered by a primary CR is the en-
tire Internet; therefore a primary CR retains informa-
tion about globally available multicast channels, and its
world-wide scope area is called “global scope”. A scope
area covered by a site CR is an administrative network;
therefore a site CR retains information about multicast
channels available in its own scope area. These avail-
able channels consist of global scope channels plus lim-
ited scope channels that are not announced to every
CR.

Each CR has a “parent-and-child” relation with
some other CRs and establishes a “policy tree” as
shown in Fig.1. The root of the policy tree is necessarily
the primary CR, while each site CR has one parent CR
(either the primary CR or another site CR) and either
several child CRs or no child at all (leaf). Although
it is not compulsory, this policy tree usually adheres
to the Autonomous System used by the BGP routing
protocol [15] or other network topology hierarchies (e.g.
routing tree). In other words, the hierarchy of the pol-
icy tree can be in accordance with the underlying net-
work hierarchy (e.g. ISP – customer – customer’s or-
ganization); this is what is assumed in this paper. Yet

††An FQDN is a terminal name which resolves to a
unique host on DNS, like “cr.example.com”.

the policy tree is in general totally decoupled from the
possible CR FQDN structure (e.g. in Fig.1 CR-C is
not necessarily a sub-domain, in the DNS meaning, of
CR-B). In addition, all parent-and-child relations are

configured statically (this is similar to the static DNS
primary and secondary server configuration).

Multicast channel information is transferred along
this policy tree in a hop-by-hop manner. Thanks to this
policy tree, the CR system provides the scope control

feature; a multicast channel belonging to the defined
scope area only appears on the CRs located inside the
scope area, the “scoped CRs”.

In this scope control feature, a “scope label” is used
to define the scope area of each channel. The scope
label is simply one of the site CRs’ FQDNs on the policy
tree. Each site CR maintains available scope labels as
the “Scope List” which consists of the FQDNs of all
upstream site CRs on the same branch of the policy
tree.

When a data sender or the site administrator
(hereafter, both are referred to as the “registrant”) reg-
isters a channel entry to his site CR, one scope label can
be specified for the channel. If a registrant selects one
of the available scope labels from the Scope List, his
channel information is announced to the specified CR
(upward) and to his site CR and its child CRs (down-
ward). If he does not specify anything about the scope
label, his channel information is only registered on the
site CR and not transferred to other CRs. This condi-
tion sets up a site-local scope channel. If he wants to
announce the data to the entire Internet, he must spec-
ify “global” (reserved word) as the scope label instead
of a CR’s FQDN.

After the channel registration, the channel entry
is announced toward the CR having the correspond-
ing FQDN, and downward to all child CRs up to the
leaves of the tree. The CR having the corresponding
FQDN becomes the “scope boundary” for the channel
and this scope boundary does not forward the channel
information to its parent CR.

For instance, in Fig.1, a scope area defined by CR-
B is network-B. CR-C and CR-D define network-C and
network-D that are the subnetworks under network-B.
Host S1 registers a channel entry to its site CR (CR-
F) and specifies CR-A’s FQDN as the scope label. So
the channel entry is transferred to the “neighbor CRs”
(i.e. its parent CR, CR-G, and child CRs) and an-
nounced hop-by-hop toward the scope boundary (CR-
A) and downward to each leaf CR.

The CR’s policy tree also provides the policy con-

trol feature; the decision regarding which channel en-
tries are imported and forwarded to the neighbor CRs
depends on each CR’s policy configuration.

Each site CR has its own policy configuration.
Whenever the channel information is transferred from
the neighbor CR, the site CR checks the properties of
the channel and decides to import it or filter it out.
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Criteria to take this decision can be for instance the
planned transmission rate. This policy configuration is
also inherited from the CRs upward in the policy tree,
since each CR only forwards the channel information
that it accepts.

In Fig.1, both CR-C and CR-D import S1’s chan-
nel information, but CR-E filters out S1’s channel infor-
mation (by discarding the entry) due to CR-E’s policy
(e.g. if the stream plans to consume a bandwidth larger
than the maximum threshold permitted by CR-E’s ad-
ministrator), and this entry does not appear on CR-E
and its child CRs.

In order to fulfill the scope and policy control fea-
tures, parent-and-child relations in this policy tree fol-
low a hard-state approach. In the absence of any ma-
jor event requiring a tree update (e.g. a CR failure),
the parent-and-child state remains unchanged for an
unbounded time. Reliable TCP connections are used
between parent and child CRs in order to exchange an-
nouncement and control information. These choices are
in line with our analysis of the hard-state versus soft-
state models in Sect.3.2. With a hard-state protocol,
once a connection is successfully created between a par-
ent CR and a child CR, announcements can be trans-
ferred reliably, using TCP, and the sender knows that
the remote CR is fully synchronized.

Yet if a parent CR fails, its child CRs cannot send
or receive information to, or from, other CRs. This is
one of the negative points of a hop-by-hop data transfer
model and a hard-state protocol with static configura-
tion (note that the same problem exists with the DNS
infrastructure). While there are several possible solu-
tions for ensuring a high availability in the CR system,
a simple yet efficient solution consists in having a mas-
ter CR (the official CR) and one (or more) slave CR
(mirror): if the master CR fails, the slave CR takes
over seamlessly. And once the master CR is recovered,
it can synchronize all appropriate channel information
from the slave CR.

Since the policy tree is statically established in the
Internet, site administrators inform beforehand their
end users of the appropriate site CR address (this is
similar to the DNS client notification), which enables
end users to retrieve the available or scheduled chan-
nel information. A user authentication/authorization
mechanism is needed at each CR in order to avoid that
illegitimate end users access the CR and retrieve chan-
nel information that do not belong to their respective
scope areas. One of the simplest solutions is to set up
an Access Control List (ACL) for legitimate nodes at
the CR, but additional stronger security mechanisms
like the authentication of the node [16] are encouraged
to avoid that an illegitimate user spoofs his address.

5. Protocol Design

5.1 Scope Label Distribution

In the CR architecture, a primary CR must configure
its child CRs statically, and a site CR must configure
its parent and child CRs statically. While there is no
other configuration required on a primary CR, a site
CR additionally needs to set up its own “Scope List” to
let a registrant select an appropriate scope area for his
channel. To that purpose, the Scope List is exchanged
among the CRs of each branch of the policy tree, thanks
to two messages:

• SCOPE NOTIFICATION
This message has a type field to specify a JOIN
or LEAVE operation. This message is sent to a
parent CR.

• SCOPE ANNOUNCEMENT
This message has a LABELS type field to notify
that a list of labels is included. This message is sent
to child CRs, when a site CR receives SCOPE NO-
TIFICATION (JOIN) message from a child CR, or
when a site CR changes its own Scope List.

Since the messages are transmitted over a reliable TCP
connection, they are sent only once.

When a site CR is initially attached to the pol-
icy tree or wants to refresh its Scope List, it sends a
SCOPE NOTIFICATION (JOIN) message to its par-
ent CR. Once the parent CR has verified that the mes-
sage originator is one of its child CRs, it sends back a
SCOPE ANNOUNCEMENT (LABELS) message with
its Scope List. The site CR then registers the Scope
List and appends its own FQDN. Fig.2 [A] shows such
communications in a simple configuration.

When a site CR is removed from the policy tree
or needs to change of parent CR, it sends a SCOPE-
NOTIFICATION (LEAVE) message to its parent CR.
Once the parent CR has verified the message originator,
it disables the child CR (i.e. stops forwarding any in-
formation to the child CR). Since the site CR’s Scope
List is changed (i.e. its parent CR is removed), the
site CR simultaneously sends a SCOPE ANNOUNCE-
MENT (LABELS) message to its child CRs in order
to eliminate its parent CR from each Scope List. This
message is forwarded toward all leaf site CRs, and each
CR can refresh the Scope List.

Note that a SCOPE NOTIFICATION (JOIN)
message is only used to obtain a Scope List from a par-
ent CR, and SCOPE NOTIFICATION (LEAVE) mes-
sage is only used to disable the site CR from a child
CR. In order to complete to shape or reform the policy
tree, a site administrator must also change the static
parent and child CR’s configuration.
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5.2 Channel Information Distribution

Channel information distribution is controlled by the
following messages:

• CHANNEL ANNOUNCEMENT
This message contains a session description, and
is used to announce channel information to the
scoped CRs.

• CHANNEL CANCEL
This message cancels a channel information al-
ready announced.

• CHANNEL RETRIEVE
This message is used to obtain partial channel in-
formation. A site CR can specify various keywords
(e.g. scope label(s) and bandwidth) to retrieve the
appropriate information.

All messages are transmitted over a reliable TCP con-
nection, like the scope labels, and they are sent only
once.

A CHANNEL ANNOUNCEMENT message is for-
warded hop-by-hop toward the scope boundary and
downward to each leaf CR to all the scoped CRs. Upon
receiving this message, a CR first checks the scope label
of the channel information. When the scope boundary
receives this message, it stops forwarding the message
to his parent CR. But if its channel scope is global, the
message is forwarded to all CRs, including the primary
CR.

Fig.2 [B] shows three channel announcement ex-
amples, assuming that there is no policy control that
leads to discard the channel information.

Example 1: when CR-B registers a channel whose
scope label is CR-A, CR-B sends a CHANNEL AN-
NOUNCEMENT message to its parent CR (CR-A) and
child CRs (CR-C and CR-D). CR-A stops forwarding
the message upward, while CR-C and CR-D will for-
ward it if they have child CRs.
Example 2: when CR-B receives a channel announce-
ment from its parent CR, it forwards the message to
all child CRs whenever the scope label is valid, i.e. is
listed in its own Scope List.
Example 3: when CR-C sends a CHANNEL AN-
NOUNCEMENT message whose scope label is CR-B,
CR-B forwards the message to CR-D, but stops for-
warding it to CR-A, because CR-B is the scope bound-
ary.

These semantics can also avoid announcing invalid
channels. For instance, since a legitimate channel must
indicate either “global” or one of the scope labels kept
in the site CR’s Scope List, if a site CR receives chan-
nel information specifying an invalid scope label, it can
just discard it.

The CR system, that uses a hard-state approach,
needs an explicit message to cancel previously an-

SCOPE_ANNOUNCEMENT (LABEL)

A

Scope List

B

A

Scope List

A

Scope List

B
C

A

Scope List

B
D

CHANNEL_ANNOUNCEMENT (E.g. 2)

CHANNEL_ANNOUNCEMENT (E.g. 3)

CHANNEL_ANNOUNCEMENT (E.g. 1)

C

B

D

A

C D

A

B

[B] Channel information announcement[A] Scope label announcement

SCOPE_NOTIFICATION (JOIN)

Fig. 2 Scope label announcement and channel information an-
nouncement.

nounced channel information. The CHANNEL CAN-
CEL message is used to that purpose when a registrant
or the associated site CR’s administrator wants to can-
cel an announcement. Upon receiving this message,
and if the channel information is in its Scope List, the
CR deletes the entry and forwards the message to the
neighbor site CRs toward the scope boundary and each
leaf CR. The message handling is the same as that of a
CHANNEL ANNOUNCEMENT message.

A CHANNEL RETRIEVE message enables a site
CR to obtain partial channel information rather than
all the channel information kept in the neighbor CRs.
For instance, this is used to retrieve channels which
were previously filtered out because of the previous pol-
icy (e.g. if an administrator increases the bandwidth
threshold).

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we first analyzed the existing multicast
session announcement and information distribution sys-
tems. This analysis led us to define requirements that
an ideal multicast session announcement system should
follow. We then introduced a new architectural ap-
proach called Channel Reflector (CR). A CR is a con-
crete system that provides effective policy and scope
control mechanisms. In particular, a policy tree is cre-
ated, using a hard-state model, that is more appro-
priate in this case than the commonly used soft-state
model. Thanks to this policy tree, session (also called
“channel” in this work) entry announcements are con-
fined to their scope area. Here, the scoping mechanism
relies neither on a multicast address prefix nor on the
packet’s TTL value, but on a scope label that is associ-
ated to each session when this latter is registered. This
scope label is then used to make sure that the session
information is only announced within the appropriate
scope area along the policy tree.

We have already identified future work. Know-
ing the session entry distribution delays over a realistic
topology and measuring the announcement traffic are
two important performance criteria. To that purpose
we have designed a simulator that will help us to ana-
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lyze the behavior of the CR approach in case of a large
scale deployment over the Internet.

Another future work is related to scalability. The
current system may not work well if the number of site
CRs largely increases, because the current session an-
nouncement tree is rooted at a single primary CR, and
all global announcements must go through it. A solu-
tion to improve the scalability of the system would be
to have multiple primary CRs. The most challenging
aspect is to determine what policy topology would be
the most effective in practice.

Finally, the CR architecture may help multicast
routers in several tasks: if a multicast router accesses
the local site CR, located in the same network, he can
confirm that the source and group addresses of each
join request triggered by their downstream hosts are
legitimate. This is an asset since multicast routers
traditionally need to perform complex source address
discovery or validation procedures for establishing the
routing trees whenever they receive multicast join re-
quests. Moreover, data transfers on a session could eas-
ily be confined to the associated scope area, which en-
compasses all possible legitimate receivers, if multicast
routers cooperate with the site CR and drop packets
that leave the associated session scope. This approach
would enforce that the CR’s scoping mechanism, that
operates at the session announcement level, and the
multicast routing scoping mechanism, that operates at
the data distribution level, are in line with one another.
These two extensions will be considered in future work.
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